TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT SUB-COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES - 15 SEPTEMBER 2021

Present:

Councillor Ayub (Chair);
Councillors Barnett-Ward, Duveen, Hacker (Vice-Chair), Ennis,
Page, R Singh, Terry and Whitham

Apologies:

11.

Councillors Stanford-Beale

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

Councillor Ayub declared an interest in item 16 on the grounds that he owned a hackney
carriage.
12.

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING

The Minutes of the meeting of 16 June 2021 were confirmed as a correct record and
signed by the Chair.
13.

QUESTIONS FROM MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC AND COUNCILLORS

A question on the following matter was submitted, and answered by the Lead Councillor
for Strategic Environment Planning and Transport on behalf of the Chair:
Questioner

Subject

Councillor Whitham

Tackling Congestion and Tackling Air Quality with
new Powers

(The full text of the question and reply was made available on the Reading Borough
Council website).
14.

PETITIONS
(a)

Petition Report Palmer Park Avenue

The Executive Director for Economic Growth and Neighbourhood Services
submitted a report on the receipt of a petition requesting the Council that the
Resident Permit Parking restrictions on Palmer Park Avenue be changed to
Resident Permit Parking only. This would be in place of the current
restrictions that allowed visitor (non-permitted) parking for up to two hours
between 8.00 am and 8.00 pm.
The petition read as follows:
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“We the undersigned are concerned about our ability to park near our
homes due to the existing residents parking scheme in operation in our
road. As a narrow one-way road parking is only permitted on one side
of the road and our problem is that we can return home only to find
there is nowhere for us to park. This can be particularly difficult for
families with small children, elderly or infirm residents and others
returning home with the weeks shopping.
The existing arrangement which has been in place for several years
allows non-residents to park for up to 2 hours which we believe is the
cause of our difficulties. We would like to see the scheme altered to
remove this 2 hour option for non-residents, so it becomes a ‘resident
only’ scheme.
We would ask that the scheme could be reviewed to help alleviate our
situation.”
The report stated that the petition contained 72 signatures and explained that
the restrictions in Palmer Park Avenue had been in place for many years and
permitted up to two hours of parking, free of charge and without the need to
display a permit, between 8.00 am and 8.00 pm daily. At all other times the
vehicle had to have a valid zone 14R parking permit. Palmer Park sat within
the same parking zone as its surrounding streets, which were introduced as
part of the East Reading Resident permit parking scheme. This scheme had
been introduced with a combination of restrictions, which included permit
parking only in some streets and others enabling daytime limited parking. This
combination had been intended to be a good compromise between maximising
capacity, while balancing parking flexibility for visitors. A restriction that
implemented Resident Permit Parking only would require every parked vehicle
to have a valid parking permit. Residents would need to arrange visitor
permits for friends and family and tradesperson permits (or similar) in advance
should they require any maintenance work on their properties.
At the invitation of the Chair, lead petitioner Amjad Tarar attended the
meeting and addressed the Sub-Committee.
Resolved -

15.

(1)

That the report be noted;

(2)

That the request be investigated and developed as part of the
2021B Waiting Restriction Review programme;

(3)

That the lead petitioner be informed accordingly.

RESPONSE TO A PETITION - 20MPH
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Further to Minute 44 of the meeting held on 4 March 2021, the Executive Director for
Economic Growth and Neighbourhood Services submitted a report proposing that the
request for a 20mph zone to be implemented across a number of residential streets off
the Oxford Road should be added to the Requests for Traffic Management Measures list.
An overview of traffic calming considerations for 20mph zones was attached to the report
at Appendix 1.
The report also proposed that the development of the scheme should be considered for
implementation as part of the Oxford Road Corridor Study, should there be remaining
funding available for this purpose, following delivery of the core scheme elements and
that representative speed surveys should be conducted as these would be required prior
to development of any new 20mph schemes and could help inform the measures required
to improve compliance.
At the invitation of the Chair, Councillor Lovelock, Norcot Ward Councillor, attended the
meeting remotely and addressed the Sub-Committee in support of the proposals and
suggested that local CIL funding could be used to deliver the scheme.
The Sub-Committee discussed the report and Councillor Hacker proposed that traffic
calming and speed enforcement measures for a 20mph zone should be noted as an
estimated £100k bid for future local CIL funding.
Councillor Page reported the CIL funding had been used for Traffic Management Measures
around the hospital and that in this case although the measures that would be proposed
were not known at this stage, £100k was an appropriate bid. Any final decision would be
made collectively by Councillors and further reports would be produced by officers.
Resolved -

16.

(1)

That the report be noted;

(2)

That the request for a 20mph zone, as outlined in the petition received
at the previous meeting, be added to the Requests for Traffic
Management Measures list;

(3)

That officers conduct representative speed surveys within the proposed
20mph zone area and share the results with Ward Councillors and the
Lead Councillor for Strategic Environment, Planning and Transport;

(4)

That the lead petitioner be informed accordingly, following publication
of the agreed minutes;

(5)

That traffic calming and speed enforcement measures for a 20mph zone
across a number of residential streets off the Oxford Road be noted as an
estimated £100k bid for future local CIL funding.

STATION SOUTH EAST TAXI RANKING
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The Executive Director for Economic Growth and Neighbourhood Services submitted a
report that sought approval for officers to carry out statutory consultation on a proposal
that would maintain taxi-ranking at the Reading Station ‘horseshoe’ rank, while
considering the needs of the Station Hill development construction and the competition
for kerb space and access with the town centre. A plan showing the proposal for
statutory consultation was attached to the report at Appendix 1.
The report stated that is had been confirmed that Garrard Street, the taxi feeder route
for the horseshoe rank, would remain as adopted public Highway and could remain open
following the completion of the Station Hill redevelopment. The report therefore
proposed that in seeking viable taxi feeder options for the rank, that Garrard Street
should remain a linking route with the existing enforced ‘gate’ restriction at the Station
Road link to remain in place. It was also proposed that the existing small taxi feeder bay
at the eastern end of Garrard Street should be retained as this would enable a small
number of taxis to wait and feed the horseshoe rank with line-of-sight, as they currently
did. Due to the long term development works it was proposed that parking restrictions
were placed along the remainder of Garrard Street to prevent parking. This would
inevitably become a request of Temporary Traffic Regulation Orders but, the
‘permanent’ implementation would provide a clear and consistent approach. These
parking restrictions would also replace the Pay and Display bat to the east of Merchants
Place, which had been proposed initially as the temporary taxi feeder rank facility. This
had generated local noise complaints and was not considered a suitable location for such
a facility. Although this would reduce the feeder ranking capacity on Garrard Street, it
would be the case through temporary restrictions that would need to be in place
throughout the development works. Once the development was complete, consideration
could be made for on-street restrictions that would accommodate the needs of the area.
This would create a very short route for taxis to travel, compared to other options, and
the indicator device for the taxi feed from the south-west interchange would be placed
on the short taxi ranking bay that would be retained at the eastern end of Garrard Street.
At the invitation of the Chair, Asif Rashid, Chairman of Reading Taxi Association, was
present at the meeting and addressed the Sub-Committee in support of the proposals and
suggested that a camera should be placed on Garrard Street so that drivers could see
when to move onto the rank, he also asked for a camera to be positioned on the rank for
enforcement.
Resolved –
(1)

That the report be noted;

(2)

That the Assistant Director of Legal and Democratic Services be
authorised to undertake statutory consultations for the restrictions
proposed in Appendix 1, in accordance with the Local Authorities Traffic
Orders (Procedure) (England and Wales) Regulations 1996;

(3)

That, subject to no objections received, the Assistant Director of Legal
and Democratic Services be authorised to make the Traffic Regulation
Order and scheme delivery planning will commence;
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(4)

That any objection(s) received following the statutory advertisement be
reported to a future meeting of the Sub-Committee;

(5)

That no public inquiry be held into the proposals;

(6)

That officers investigate the suggestion that cameras be positioned on
Garrard Street and the horseshoe rank.

(Councillor Ayub declared an interest in the above item on the grounds that he owned a
hackney carriage. He left the room and took no part in the discussion or decision making)
17.

WAITING RESTRICTIONS REVIEW - 2021A RESULTS
CONSULTATION AND REQUESTS FOR NEW PROGRAMME

OF

STATUTORY

The Executive Director of Environment and Neighbourhood Services submitted a report
informing the Sub-Committee of objections that that had been received during statutory
consultation for the agreed proposals that formed the 2021A Waiting Restrictions Review
Programme. The report also provided the Sub-Committee with the list of new requests
for potential inclusion in the 2021B programme.
The following appendices were attached to the report:
Appendix 1 – Feedback received during statutory consultation for the 2021A programme
and the advertised drawings for those proposals.
Appendix 2 – New requests for consideration in the 2021B programme.
At the invitation of the Chair, Derek Murphy and Michael Howse attended the meeting
and addressed the Sub-Committee in respect of Knowle Close/Upper Woodcote Road, as
set out in Appendix 2.
At the invitation of the Chair, Niki Haywood attended the meeting and addressed the
Sub-Committee in respect of The Mount and Sutton Walk, as set out in Appendix 2.
At the invitation of the Chair, Councillor David Absolom attended the meeting and also
addressed the Sub-Committee in respect of The Mount and Sutton Walk, as set out in
Appendix 2.
Resolved –
(1)

That the report be noted;

(2)

That the objections set out in Appendix 1 with the appropriate
recommendation to either: implement, amend or reject the proposals be
noted;

(3)

That the following proposals made under the waiting restriction review
2021A, as set out in Appendix 1, be implemented, amended or removed
from the programme as follows:
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18.

Chatham Place – Implement as advertised;
Star Road/Douglas Road – Implement as advertised;
Ella Garett Close – Implement as advertised;
Romany Close – Implement as advertised;
Edenham Crescent – Implement as advertised;
Longridge Close – Implement as advertised;

(4)

That respondents to the statutory consultation be informed of the
decision of the Sub-Committee accordingly, following publication of the
agreed minutes of the meeting;

(5)

That having considered the requests made for waiting restriction
changes, as set out in Appendix 2 attached to the report, the requests be
investigated by officers as part of the 2021B review programme, subject
to the following amendments:


Great Knollys Street – Reference should be made to the Great Knollys
Street ‘area’;



Northumberland Avenue – Remove from the programme;



Copenhagen Close – Yellow lines to go beyond the entrance to the
Community Centre Car Park;

(6)

That the officer recommendations, following investigation of the new
requests, be shared with Ward Councillors, providing opportunity for
local consultation (informal) and for their comments to be included in
the next report to the Sub-Committee;

(7)

That, should funding permit, a further report be submitted to the SubCommittee requesting approval to conduct the Statutory Consultation on
the recommended schemes for the 2021B programme.

RESIDENT PERMIT PARKING - RESULTS OF STATUTORY CONSULTATION AND
UPDATE ON REQUESTS FOR NEW SCHEMES

Further to Minute 5 of the previous meeting, the Executive Director for Economic Growth
and Neighbourhood Services submitted a report asking the Sub-Committee to consider the
feedback from the consultations on resident permit parking (RPP) proposals for Granville
Road and the Katesgrove area and to conclude the outcome of these proposed schemes.
The report also provided an update on requests that had been received for the
introduction of new RPP schemes, including the progress of developing schemes. A copy
of the consultation feedback for the Granville Road RPP proposal and the advertised
scheme drawing was attached to the report at Appendix 1, the consultation feedback for
the Katesgrove area RPP proposal and advertised scheme drawing was attached at
Appendix 2 and the updated list of request for RPP new scheme was attached to the
report at Appendix 3.
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The report stated that the Granville Road statutory consultation had taken place between
1 and 21 July 2021. 41 responses were received, 34 were objections and six were
comments in support. Supporters of the proposals had raised concerns about emergency
vehicle access in the area, due to the high volume of vehicles parked on Granville Road
and the objectors had raised a number of concerns, such as financial pressures that would
be caused by the cost of permits and possible displacement parking on nearby streets.
Some felt that there was no issue with the parking in the area and others believed the
Council should create additional parking spaces as there were not enough spaces for the
high volume of properties in the area.
The Katesgrove area statutory consultation had been carried out between 15 July and 4
August 2021. 117 responses had been received, 99 were objections, there had been 17
comments in support and one general comment. Feedback had been received from the
whole area, but, Bourne Avenue, Collis Street/Mount Street, Elgar Road South and
Shenstone Road appeared to have generated a high number of objections. There were
also a number of comments that did not make reference to specific roads and others that
referred to the area scheme as a whole. There had also been a number of comments
from different residents in Basingstoke Road. Many residents had objected to the charges
that accompanied a permit scheme and the restriction on the number of vehicles, as well
as the fact that a number of flats would only be able to apply for discretionary permits
which were not guaranteed. Many residents did not believe that a permit scheme would
improve the parking in the area and there was also concern that the restrictions wold
reduce the number of on-street parking spaces or push the problem elsewhere. There
had also been a number of comments asking when residents would be consulted and other
comments suggested that commercial vehicles, non-residents and properties with
multiple flats (and no parking spaces) caused parking issues in these areas but there were
also comments from commercial vehicle owners and residents in the flats who felt that
they should be allowed permits as it would be detrimental to them not to be able park
on-street.
Councillor Ennis, Southcote Ward Councillor, addressed the Sub-Committee on proposed
scheme for Granville Road, he stated that the outcome of the consultation and views of
the residents should be accepted and suggested that investigations took place for
measures at end of Granville Road to stop businesses using it and that officers look at
other measures that could help residents.
Councillor Page, on behalf of Katesgrove Ward Councillors, also addressed the SubCommittee on the result of the Katesgrove area consultation and stated that it was felt
that there was not sufficient support to take the proposals forward and that further
discussions should take place about alternative options.
Resolved –
(1)

That the report be noted;

(2)

That having considered the objections set out in Appendix 1 and 2,
attached to the report, the proposed schemes for both Granville Road
and the Katesgrove area be rejected;
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19.

(3)

That investigations be carried out by officers on alternative options for
Granville Road and the Katesgrove area and a report on the outcomes
submitted to a future meeting.

(4)

That the respondents to the statutory consultation be informed of the
decision of the Sub-Committee accordingly, following publication of the
agreed minutes of the meeting;

(5)

That the requests set out in Appendix 3, attached to the report, be
retained for future development.

RED ROUTE - ROUTE 17 (CENTRAL SECTION)

The Executive Director for Economic Growth and Neighbourhood Services submitted a
report proposing that the central section (town centre) of the Red Route, which was
currently in place with an ‘experimental’ Traffic Regulation Order, was made a
permanent Order. The experimental Order would end in January 2022. Plans showing the
amendments that had been made to the Red Route during the ‘experimental’ period were
attached to the report at Appendix 1 and objections and other feedback to the Red Route
experimental Traffic Regulation Order were attached to the report at Appendix 2.
The report stated that within the first six months of implementation, the Council had
received feedback primarily from town centre businesses with concerns about loading
difficulties. Officers had met with representative from the town centre businesses and
Reading UK CIC to discuss and understand the concerns and to then consider options to
overcome some of the challenges that they were facing. Minor modifications to the
experimental scheme were implemented in January 2021 and primarily consisted of
additional loading facilities being made available in addition to other elements to ‘tidy’
the restrictions on street and contained within the experimental TRO.
Since
implementing the minor modifications the Council had received no further objections.
The further six month minimum period of further consultation had ended in July 2021 and
the experimental TRO would expire in January 2022.
The report explained that making the experimental TRO for the central section of the
Red Route into a permanent TRO would retain the range of restrictions that were
currently in place, which had overcome initial objections and concerns and the benefits
that the enhanced enforcement opportunities brought in terms of the local area and to
current revenue income. There was no further opportunity for alteration to the
experimental TRO and a deferral to this decision would risk insufficient time being
available to carry out the necessary processes to make the TRO permanent, prior to it
expiring in January 2022. Once the experimental order was made permanent, future
alterations to this section of the Red Route restrictions might be considered in the
Waiting Restriction Review programme, following a six week embargo on any statutory
consultations, following the making of the TRO, this would enable any legal challenges to
be received.
Resolved –
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20.

(1)

That the report be noted;

(2)

That the Assistant Director of Legal and Democratic Services be
authorised to carry out the necessary legislative an regulatory processes
to make the experimental Red Route Traffic Regulation Order into a
permanent Order;

(3)

That no public enquiry be held into the proposals.

CIL - PROPOSALS FOR STATUTORY CONSULTATION

The Executive Director for Economic Growth and Neighbourhood Services submitted a
report that sought approval from the Sub-Committee for officers to carry out necessary
statutory consultation/notice processes to progress three scheme designs for zebra
crossings on Norcot Road, Church End Lane and Addington Road. The report also sought
agreement to implement lining schemes on Morpeth Close and provided notification of
the lining alterations to the roundabout at The Meadows/St Michael’s Road, which did not
require statutory consultation. The following appendices were attached to the report:
Appendix
Appendix
Appendix
Appendix
Appendix

1
2
3
4
5

The
The
The
The
The

proposal for a new zebra crossing on Norcot Road
proposal for a new zebra crossing on Addington Road
proposal for a new zebra crossing on Church End Lane
proposal for marked parking bays on Morpeth Close
lining alterations for The Meadway

The report stated that at Policy Committee on 14 June 2021 (Minute 7 refers) it had been
resolved to allocate local CIL funding to enable the development and intended delivery of
initiatives across many Council service areas. Within these allocations were a number of
traffic management schemes, the majority of which had originated from the Requests for
Traffic Management Measure report that was submitted to the Sub-Committee twice a
year. These schemes were specific and allowed little scope for alternation to the
deliverables. The schemes were as follows:


Pedestrian crossing on Norcot Road; close to number 91 - £50k allocated;



Pedestrian crossing on Addington Road, between the junctions with Erleigh Road
and Easter Avenue - £50k allocated;



Pedestrian crossing on Church End Lane, in the vicinity of Moorlands Primary
School - £50k allocated;



Road marking on Morpeth Close, involving parking bay markings - £5k allocated;



Lining alterations on the Meadway at the roundabout with St Michael’s Road - £10k
allocated.

Officers had carried out initial investigation works, had obtained indicative quotations
and had provided Ward Councillors with recommended concept designs that they felt
9
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should be deliverable, within the allocated budgets. Officers had also considered any
feedback that had been received from the sharing of these initial scheme designs. The
report provided information on each of the proposals.
With regard to the pedestrian crossing proposals, it was acknowledged that they would be
positioned outside residential properties, which might be a cause for some objection.
Within the limitation of what was possible, equipment would be chosen that would
minimise light from beacons being directed toward nearby properties and any additional
lighting would also be shielded.
Officers confirmed that not all of the £10k allocated for lining alterations on the
Meadway at the roundabout with St Michael’s Road would be used because, following
vehicle trials, it had become clear that there was insufficient space for traffic islands as
had been proposed.
Resolved –

21.

(1)

That the report be noted;

(2)

That the Assistant Director of Legal and Democratic Services be
authorised to undertake statutory consultation/notification processes for
the proposed zebra crossing designs on Norcot Road, Church End Lane
and Addington Road in accordance with the Local Authorities Traffic
Orders (Procedure) (England and Wales) Regulations 1996;

(3)

That the Network & Parking Services Manager, in agreement with the
Lead Councillor for Strategic Environment, Planning and Transport, be
able to make minor alterations to the agreed proposals;

(4)

That subject to no objections being received for a scheme, the scheme(s)
be considered as agreed for implementation and scheme delivery
planning will commence;

(5)

That should a scheme receive objection(s) during the statutory
consultation period, that these be reported to a future meeting of the
Sub-Committee for consideration and decision regarding scheme
delivery;

(6)

That the proposals for Morpeth Close be agreed for delivery and scheme
delivery planning will commence;

(7)

That no public inquiry be held into the proposals.

REQUESTS FOR TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT MEASURES

The Executive Director of Economic Growth and Neighbourhood Services submitted a
report informing the Sub-Committee of requests for new traffic management measures
that had been raised by members of the public, other organisations/representatives and
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Councillors. These were measures that would not typically be addressed in other
programmes, where funding was yet to be identified. The list of new requests, and/or
those that had been submitted to the Sub-Committee previously where amendments had
been proposed, with initial officer comments and recommendations was attached to the
report at Appendix 1 and the principle list of requests, which had been updated following
submission of the previous report to the Sub-Committee in March 2021, was attached to
the report at Appendix 2.
At the invitation of the Chair, Laura Haleem attended the meeting and addressed the
Sub-Committee in respect of speeding on Elmhurst Road.
The Sub-Committee discussed the report and agreed that Marlborough Avenue should be
included, and treated in a similar way, with Elmhurst Road.
Resolved –
(1)

That the report be noted;

(2)

That having considered the officer recommendations for each request as
set out in Appendix 1, attached to the report, the entries be retained on
the primary list of requests (Appendix 2), subject to:


(3)
22.

Marlborough Avenue being included with Elmhurst Road;

That the items previously submitted to the Sub-Committee, as set out in
Appendix 2, attached to the report, be agreed.

EXCLUSION OF PUBLIC AND PRESS

Resolved That, pursuant to Section 100A of the Local Government Act 1972 (as
amended) members of the press and public be excluded during consideration of
item 23 below, as it was likely that there would be disclosure of exempt
information as defined in Paragraphs 1 and 2 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A of that
Act.
23.

APPLICATIONS FOR DISCRETIONARY PARKING PERMITS

The Executive Director for Economic Growth and Neighbourhood Services submitted a
report giving details of the background to the decisions to refuse applications for
Discretionary Parking Permits from twenty-seven applicants, who had subsequently
appealed against these decisions.
Resolved –
(1)

That applications 1 and 2 be deferred for Officers to consult with Park
Ward Councillors about possible extension of the Residents Permits
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Scheme Zone and for a report to be brought back to the next SubCommittee meeting to review the permit data and capacity of the zone;
(2)

That, with regard to application 6, a third discretionary permit be issued,
personal to the applicant and charged at the third permit fee subject to
the applicant submitting the required proofs;

(3)

That, with regard to application 7, discretionary visitor books be issued,
subject to the standard scheme limits for the number of books that can
be issued each year;

(4)

That, with regard to applications 3, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 19, 22,
25 and 26 a first discretionary permit be issued, personal to the
applicants and charged at the first permit fee subject to the applicants
submitting all the required proofs;

(5)

That with regard to application 23 the applicant be informed that that
they would be able to apply for a permit at the first permit fee when
confirmation was received that the previous tenants had left the
property;

(6)

That, with regard to application 24 a second discretionary permit be
issued, personal to the applicants and charged at the second permit fee
subject to the applicants submitting all the required proofs;

(7)

That the Executive Director for Economic Growth and Neighbourhood
Services’ decision to refuse application 17 be upheld and the applicant
be provided with advice on the processes to check potential blue badge
eligibility for the family member;

(9)

That the Executive Director for Economic Growth and Neighbourhood
Services’ decision to refuse application 20 be upheld and the applicant
informed that they would be able to apply for a permit at the first permit
fee when the first permit holder had moved as permits were issued to
properties on a first-come basis;

(10)

That the Executive Director for Economic Growth and Neighbourhood
Services’ decision to refuse applications 4, 5, 13, 18, 21 and 27 be
upheld;

(11)

That with regard to application 18 permits and visitor permits be granted
for Zone 02R;

(12)

That permit staff be authorised to apply discretion to offer one
discretionary permit and a a standard allocation of visitor permits to odd
numbered properties on Westfield Road, subject to any permits offered
being issued to residents for Zone 02R instead of 01R.
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(Exempt information as defined in Paragraphs 1 and 2).

(The meeting closed at 8.33 pm)
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